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Northern and Eastern Ontario Rail Network (NEORN) (Algoma branch)
submission to Moving Ontario Forward Infrastructure Consultation

What types of infrastructure projects could unlock tangible economic development
opportunities in your communities?

Upgrading the existing rail beds throughout Northern Ontario and reinstating passenger train service as
it existed prior to the 1970s is essential to unlocking economic development opportunities in our
communities. The rail beds are still in existence, but have substantially deteriorated with an increasing
maintenance deficit, and the rail infrastructure is being used almost exclusively for only select freight.
The only remaining passenger train service in Northeastern Ontario is from Cochrane to Moosonee,
from Sault Ste. Marie to Hearst (pending engagement of a suitable third party operator) and from
Sudbury to White River. Rail freight mostly supports only large freight customers thereby restricting
economic opportunity. There is very limited passenger rail connectivity to Southern Ontario and the rest
of the country except from Sudbury to Southern Ontario and The Canadian VIA service across the
country. There is no connecting service from towns and communities to each other and to Sudbury
(except White River and Chapleau) and therefore to Southern Ontario. Sudbury is a regional health care
centre, but there is very limited passenger rail service to it. The rail beds need to be upgraded to the
condition necessary for passenger service and for faster, more efficient and safer freight service.
(Upgrading the CP line between the Sault and Sudbury was done over the last 5 years, but only to a
minimum standard for freight rail, not adequate for passenger rail.) Intermodal services could be
introduced from places like Sault Ste. Marie and Thunder Bay.

A public transportation system that incorporates both rail and bus, using each of their strong points,
should be developed. Buses could serve primarily as feeders to the rail lines, e.g. bus service from Elliot
Lake to rail service between the Sault and Sudbury, rather than competitors.

Tangible economic development benefits of investing in passenger and freight rail:

The lack of adequate rail services significantly restricts socio-economic development, local and
regional wealth generation, and job creation.
 Need for more affordable transportation options
 Reduction of highway maintenance costs
 Reductions in taxes spent on transportation due to decreased wear and tear on roads and

decreased need to expand roads. Rail is substantially less expensive to build, use and maintain
than roads.

 Lower health, police, insurance costs from highway accidents
 Reduced EI costs by helping to connect available people with available jobs
 Increased accessibility to Northern Ontario for tourism
 Combat out-migration and facilitate return to communities/families
 Economic diversity, development and skilled labour-force
 New rail technology a prime mover in economic growth
 Reduced cost of goods movement
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Tangible environmental benefits:

High dependence on roads and air creates pollution and other environmental costs, which also increases
related public health costs. These would be substantially decreased by increased use of rail. Economic
benefits of rail:
 Rail as a transportation mode stands alone in its ability to combine energy efficiency with

economic and environmental benefits
 Reduction of carbon emissions from lower fuel consumption (fuel is saved at a ratio of 5-1 using

rail as compared to roads for freight)
 Less production of and laying of asphalt to construct and maintain road beds
 Fewer vehicles and transports used on the road
 Less disturbances of natural environment by multi-lane highways

When environmental journalist James Howard Kunstler was asked what would be the first thing to do to
decrease carbon emissions, he answered that the fastest way to reduce carbon emissions right away
would be to switch to more rail transportation of people and freight and reduce reliance on road and air
travel.

Tangible social and health benefits:

Ontario is a beautiful and desirable area to visit and live, especially the Northern regions; but travel is
adversely affected by the long driving distances that are unacceptable to most travelers. Northern
communities need an affordable, accessible, reliable, safe and comfortable way to connect to each
other and the rest of the world.
 Necessary for aging population (The senior population in Northern Ontario is proportionately

higher than in Southern Ontario.)
 Preferred by students (crucial to increasing enrolment in Northern Ontario post-secondary

institutions)
 Accessible for people with special needs (physical and psychological)
 Accessible to people with limited incomes
 Connection for communities over a vast geography
 Safe and reliable all season transportation
 Provides access to healthcare which is highly regionalized
 Reduce incidents of respiratory ailments
 Facilitate visitation with family and friends/ facilitate social travel year-round

Further information about these benefits:

Safe, Reliable All-Weather Mode of transportation
(I.e. able to circumvent highway closures)

1. 51 passenger rail accidents in 2013 (nation-wide) and 124 000 collisions on the road network
(1800 fatal) in Canada in 2013

2. Highway closures (Nov 2011/ Oct 2014):
 Hwy 11: 191 closures (119 in the winter) Average duration: 6.33 hrs.

(between Longlac, Cochrane, Temiskaming, North Bay and Huntsville)
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 Hwy 17 : 178 closures (97 in the winter)
Average duration: 13.41 hrs.
(between White River, Sault Ste. Marie, Sudbury, North Bay and Pembroke)

 Hwy 69/400 : 48 closures (31 in the winter)
Average duration: 5.54 hrs.
(between: Sudbury, Parry Sound and Port Severn)

 Hwy 101 : 30 closures (10 in the winter)
Average duration: 23.45 hrs.
(between: Wawa, Chapleau, Timmins and border with Québec)

 Hwy 144 : 34 closures (19 in the winter)
Average duration: 12.54 hrs.
(between: Timmins, Gogama and Sudbury)

3. Air travel is subject to the same challenges as roads

Post-Secondary Institutions and Campuses
(Northeastern Ontario + Barrie, Muskoka, Orillia & Toronto)
Total: 36

Barrie: Georgian
Bracebridge: Georgian*
Espanola: Cambrian*
Haileybury: Northern*
Hearst: Boréal*, U de Hearst
Kapuskasing: Boréal*, U de Hearst*
Kirkland Lake: Northern*
Moosonee - Northern*
New Liskeard; Boréal*
North Bay: Canadore, Nipissing
Orillia: Georgian*, Lakehead*
Parry Sound: Canadore*
Sault Ste.Marie: Algoma, Sault
Sudbury: Boréal, Cambrian, Laurentian
Timmins: Boréal*, Northern, U de Hearst*
Toronto: Boréal*, Centennial, George Brown, Collège Glendon (York), Humber, Ryerson, Sault*, Seneca,
U of Toronto, York
Wawa: Confederation*
West Nipissing: Boréal*

*campus

Interconnectivity between First Nations, Cities, Towns and Villages

 7 First Nations and 33 municipalities along the Northlander corridor + 5 more via the former
shuttle service

 5 First Nations, 4 municipalities and many villages along the Algoma Central corridor from Sault
Ste. Marie to Hearst
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 8 First Nations, 22 municipalities and many villages along the CP line from Sault Ste. Marie to
Sudbury

Air Service

Of the 27 airports in Northeastern Ontario, only 10 have any sort of regularly scheduled flight service.

Comfort and Accessibility

 Ability to accommodate people with physical disabilities and medical conditions in far more
comfort and practicality than conventional busses or planes travelling the extremely long
distances between communities in Northeastern Ontario

What is the long-term future of your transportation network, and how can Move Ontario
Forward support that?

Without passenger rail service throughout Northeastern Ontario, most of the municipalities and
communities will become ghost towns as climate change, cost of fuel, the need to reduce carbon
emissions, and aging populations will necessitate major reduction in road travel over long distances. Jeff
Rubin, former economist for the CIBC and author, states in Why Your World is About to Get a Whole Lot
Smaller that when everyone is heading for the exit lane, communities with no rail connection will
become ghost towns. Moving Ontario Forward can move us toward that essential rail connectivity
thereby keeping us vibrant, sustainable communities. It will provide the requisite conditions for the
creation of a truly multi-modal (including rail) transportation system as called for in the Northern
Growth Plan.

What should we consider as we work on developing an efficient and modern highway
network to help connect regions and communities?

Many Northerners have either come close to being, or actually been, affected by accidents involving
logging, mining and tractor trailer transport trucks on the highways. Policies should be developed to
reduce the frequency of these vehicles’ use of public highways and favour shipping of their cargo on
trains (particularly on under-used rail lines like the Ontario Northland, CN (North Bay to Washago), CN-
ACR (Sault Ste. Marie to Hearst), Ottawa Valley Railway and Huron Central Railways. This would reduce
the amount of wear and tear on the primary highways and reduce government expenditures. In the
majority of cases, these four railways parallel highways 11 or 17.

General concluding comments:
Canada encompasses an area of almost 10 million square kilometers and we have winter; therefore the
people and businesses of Canada have substantial challenges transporting both goods and people.
 Northern Ontario has become almost exclusively dependent on road transportation. Roads are

very effective for short distance and local transportation, but are inefficient, costly and
intimidating for long distances.

 Long distance driving, especially in winter, has significant risks to public safety.
 Road transportation is one of Canada’s greatest sources of pollution resulting in environmental

degradation as well as public health risks and costs.
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 Dependence on road transportation is a barrier to socio-economic opportunity for those who
cannot, or do not drive because of physical, mental or financial disability or discomfort with
long-distance and/or winter driving.

 Much of Northern Ontario’s roads are overburdened which leads to accelerated deterioration
and the need for very expensive expansions and reconstructions at substantial taxpayer
expense.

 Canada’s air transportation is fast but expensive and very limited in destinations.
 Canada’s rail infrastructure is deteriorating and eroding.
 Currently rail is a limited opportunity for passenger and freight because infrastructure is

fractured with disconnected ownership and services.

The rail infrastructure is, in the vast majority of cases, already in place. It just needs to be
upgraded. This is therefore a shovel-ready infrastructure project.

Equal treatment for Northern Ontario
In a March 23, 2012 communiqué, the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM) advised
Northern Ontarians that the Northlander was costing Ontarians too much money while at the same time
the province had invest and continues to invest substantially more in GO Transit and the Pearson Union
Express.

Respectfully submitted,
Coalition for Algoma Passenger Trains (CAPT) and Northern and Eastern Ontario Rail Network (NEORN)
Contact information:
Dr. Linda Savory Gordon, Research Associate
NORDIK Institute, Algoma University
705 949 2301 ext. 4320
linda.savory-gordon@algomau.ca




